MEDIA RELEASE

Asian government representatives and global Business Events industry leaders agree on next steps of collaboration

5 key areas of collaboration were agreed to catalyse the potential of the region’s Business Events industry

5 October 2022 – The Business Events and Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions (MICE) industry in Asia is on course to catalyse its potential after global industry leaders and government representatives agreed on five key areas of collaboration at the Joint Leadership Summit (JLS) at The Fullerton Hotel, Singapore on 5 October.

Senior representatives from global Business Events organisers underlined their commitment in the region and the vital role that the industry play in supporting national and regional governments in implementing their economical and societal development priorities. They emphasised that the sector is a critical element in delivering post-pandemic recovery that can be immediately utilised by governments.

Industry leaders, trade associations and government representatives present agreed to develop five key areas to activate the potential of Business Events and to boost the growth of the industry through international and regional collaboration.

1) Define Business Events as “controlled gatherings”
Business Events are not public gatherings, but highly controlled assemblies. They need to be classified as distinct from generic mass gatherings. This will ensure that, in future situations, the sector can continue to operate and fulfil its strategic role for governments.

2) Establish Business Events as both an economic and tourism tool
Business Events are economic, scientific, and professional in nature. Beyond serving as a key pillar of the tourism and hospitality sector, it also provides industry platforms to discuss and achieve strategic priorities. Therefore, it is imperative that business events are recognised as tools and platforms to be leveraged upon in the context of trade, economic development, social and investment, and policies should be mirrored as such.

3) Accessibility
The success of Business Events that gathers international delegates relies on accessibility of respective markets. Accessibility is driven by cross-regional alignments on issues related to travel, immigration, and health & safety protocols. There needs to be cross-regional collaboration to reduce accessibility hurdles to empower Business Events to deliver their benefits.

4) Talent and capability development
The pandemic has caused a massive talent loss to the industry and attracting new and existing talent back will be among the key challenges to ensure the increasing demand of physical business events is met as the region continues to reopen. The region needs to come together to address and reduce the talent gap through talent sharing and collaboration on capability development initiatives.

5) Sustainability
While reviving the region’s Business Events industry remains the key focus, there is an
understanding that sustainability plays a key role in the growth and revival of the industry. More than ever, delegates and attendees are demanding greener events. Therefore, we need to seize opportunities to collaborate internationally, regionally and locally between stakeholders (countries/cities, venues, organisers and suppliers) to step up our efforts to ensure that we not only deliver on our customers’ needs, but create a more sustainable future for the industry together.

The parties will reconvene in October 2023 to review the progress and discuss additional measures to drive the next stage of growth for the region’s Business Events industry.

Dato’ Vincent Lim, President, Asian Federation of Exhibition and Convention Associations (AFECA), said: “All of us are united in rebuilding and reviving Asia’s Business Events and MICE industry together. We hope for businesses and governments to work with stakeholders in closer collaboration to create a powerful synergy to drive our industry forward and upwards, as it is an important and invaluable economic contributor to many countries.”

Hosea Andreas Runkat, Chairman, Indonesian Exhibition Company Association (ASPERAPI), said: “The exhibition industry performance relies on bringing together exhibitors and visitors in large gatherings. Covid-19 measures strictly prevent any mass gatherings offline, while online exhibitions – regardless of innovative digital features for doing business interactions, will never perfectly replace the advantages of in-person interactions. To revive the industry, all parties must engage in real collaboration including the government, therefore Indonesia Exhibition Companies Association (IECA/ASPERAPI) is delighted to lend its full support to the Joint Leadership Summit and Asia CEO Summit, which will help forge greater collaboration regionally and globally.”

Francis Teo, President, Malaysian Association of Convention and Exhibition Organisers and Suppliers (MACEOS), said: “The global economy is in a troubling state, it is more important than ever that we stand together to support and show the world that we are a united industry. We are committed to working together to drive recovery and growth, and to promote the region as a safe and welcoming destination for MICE events. The MICE industry is essential to the global economy and we will continue to support one another through these challenging times. I am confident that the measures being put in place by our respective governments, businesses as well as people across this region will ensure safety for all MICE participants. We look forward to welcoming foreign business travellers to the region soon.”

Joel Pascual, President, Philippine Association of Convention and Exhibition Organizers and Suppliers (PACEOS), said: “While the MICE industry has been allowed to open up in recent months, there is much work to be done to bring it to pre-pandemic levels and the best way to quick recovery is to foster strong collaboration between the public and private sectors. Governments can help bring much needed confidence for safe travel and safe participation while industry associations can help bring greater awareness on the importance of MICE towards a quick economy reboot. Private MICE stakeholders will do well to explore collaborative efforts to help each other bolster MICE within the region.”

Richard Ireland, President, Singapore Association of Convention & Exhibition Organisers & Suppliers (SACEOS), said: “These are exciting times for the Business Events and MICE industry in Asia. While different markets are experiencing varying stages of reopening, the region has come together to agree on key areas of collaboration to catalyse the potential and growth of Business Events in Asia. We look forward to working with our regional and global partners to forge a brighter and more sustainable future for the industry together.”
Sumate Sudasna, President, Thailand Incentive and Convention Association (TICA), said: “The Joint Leadership Summit and Asia CEO Summit serves the purpose of uniting the business events industry in this region. The recognition on the contribution to national and regional economies, knowledge and legacies that events generate is essential and timely. Kudos to our industry friends in Singapore on this initiative which will certainly strengthen Southeast Asia as a respected destination for international events.”

About SACEOS

Singapore Association of Convention & Exhibition Organisers & Suppliers (SACEOS) was formed in 1979 with a mission to be the voice and champion of the Meetings, Incentives, Conventions, Exhibitions (MICE) and Events industry, and to bring the community together with a common vision of strengthening Singapore's position as the leading global destination for events.

By working closely with the government, SACEOS is committed in supporting the industry by fostering innovation, transformation and development. Through our pillars of Community, Commerce and Capabilities, we strive to equip enterprises and workforce to meet their evolving needs, and to emerge stronger together.

For more information, please contact Daniel Teo: Email: daniel@saceos.org.sg Tel: +65 9476 1154 or www.saceos.org.sg

About UFI

About UFI – The Global Association of the Exhibition Industry: UFI is the global trade association of the world's tradeshow organisers and exhibition centre operators, as well as the major national and international exhibition associations, and selected partners of the exhibition industry. UFI's main goal is to represent, promote and support the business interests of its members and the exhibition industry. UFI directly represents more than 50,000 exhibition industry employees globally, and also works closely with its 60 national and regional association members. More than 800 member organisations in 83 countries around the world are presently signed up as members. Around 1,000 international trade fairs proudly bear the UFI approved label, a quality guarantee for visitors and exhibitors alike. UFI members continue to provide the international business community with a unique marketing media aimed at developing outstanding face-to-face business opportunities.

For more information, please contact: UFI Headquarters: Email: media@ufi.org Tel: +33 (0)1 46 39 75 00 or www.ufi.org

About SISO
SISO members include companies, corporations and other for-profit entities that own, produce or provide full-service management of “face-to-face” trade shows, consumer shows, expositions, conferences and events. SISO membership is a combination of large corporations and small entrepreneurial enterprises that do business around the world.

SISO’s 200-member companies produce thousands of events around the world. SISO’s Mission, is to meet the common needs of our members, by providing peer networking opportunities, education, industry information, streamlined business processes and best practices in the industry.

For more information, please visit www.SISO.org, or contact David Audrain, SISO CEO, at 404-334-4585 or David@SISO.org.

About AEO

AEO is the United Kingdom’s trade body representing companies which conceive, create, develop or manage trade and consumer events. AEO’s 90 members organise around 1000 trade and consumer shows in the UK and around 1000 shows around the world, which makes them the UK’s 6th largest service exporter by turnover. AEO is run by its members for the benefit of its members, through an elected council of representatives, specialist working groups and a fulltime secretariat, under the four pillars of Community, Representation, Insight and Talent, providing a trusted platform for information exchange and the sharing of best practice.

For more information, please contact: AEO: Email: info@aeo.org.U.K. Tel: 00 44 (0) 1442 873331 or www.aeo.org.uk